
 

Name ________________________________          Date _______________            

7 Habits Parent Letter Guidelines 
Follow regular formatting for a friendly letter (in your Reader’s Notebook). Write a handwritten letter to your parents 
with three paragraphs that cover the following topics: 
 
1) Explanation of the 7 Habits 
 - What are they?/Who came up with them? 
 - How will they help you?/Why are you learning them in Social Studies? 
 - Name the 7 Habits with correct spelling and pronunciation 
 
2) Observations 
 - Who is someone you and your parent both know who exhibits one of these habits well?  
 - Explain how you know they have this habit, making any examples or comments you can think of. 
 
3) Extension 
 - What are some "baby step" habits you've attempted to build so far? 
 - How well have you done with those? 
 - Which of these habits seems most important for you to focus on?  
 - How can your parents help you with that?/What about the habits would you like to discuss with them? 
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